KABLOONA
that the thing was impossible, and she left without saying
anything.
6In the moming, as I started out to the Store, her husband
came up to me and asked what the matter was? What was
wrong with the Kabloona? His wife had twice proposed herself
and twice been turned down. Maybe she was too old? Well, he
had a daughter. Too bad, she was three hundred miles off, but
later in the season she'd be along. He was sorry his wife didn't
appeal to us/
Now I began to understand. Utak had paid me a visit the
day of Paddy's story. I had thought he had come to beg a
length of rope, but I saw now that he was scratching round for
a way to propose his wife to me. I hadn't caught on, and he
had slipped out as soundless as a mouse. And he wasn't the
only one. All the Eskimos had been low in grub for about a
week past. One after the other, they had been coming into the
Post, sitting on the bench in the outer room just where they
could be seen through the open doorway from our inner room,
saying nothing but waiting to be spoken to. Each had sat out
his hour or two with characteristic patience and immobility,
and, seeing that nothing was coming of it, had left. Probably
each had said to himself, on leaving, 'Next time, perhaps.9
My curiosity was aroused. I began to wonder. I reminded
myself virtuously that I was in a sense shirking my duty. If not
the primary, then at least the secondary reason for my being
here was to study the nature of the Eskimo. All the anthropo-
logists that I had read seemed to attach prodigious importance
to the sexual life of primitive peoples (perhaps because the
sexual relations of the civilized peoples yielded a greater fund
of psychological than of biological data). Was this not a legiti-
mate department of investigation for me? But my difficulty was
a curious one: it was not to resist temptation, but to be tempted.
I said as much to Paddy, and he smiled.
'Not very dainty, these Eskimo women, are they?' he agreed.
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